Instructor Response to COVID-19 Case

IF A STUDENT IN A CLASS YOU ARE TEACHING…

- Is experiencing symptoms consistent with COVID-19 OR
- Learns they have a positive test result for COVID-19

Instructor should recommend student follow Decision Tree for College of Pharmacy Students recommendations.

Instructor should communicate with course coordinator and Campus Contact.

Campus Contact will…
- Work with student to determine when they should return to campus based on CDC Guidelines.
- Notify course coordinator/appropriate faculty when student should return to campus.

CAMPUS CONTACTS
- Athens: Duc Do (duc.do@uga.edu)
- Albany/Augusta/Savannah: Rusty May (jmay@augusta.edu)

CDC RECOMMENDATIONS ON EXPOSURE TO COVID-19
If you were exposed to COVID-19, wear a high-quality mask for 10 days and get tested on day 6. Quarantine is not required.